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Wonderful and impressive land of Sicily 
Enjoy your journey in the land of Sun, among archaeological and cultural wonders, majestic evidences of a 

glorious past and unique culinary experiences from ancient traditions, made of delicacies and sublime wines 

Sambuca di Sicilia, Archaeological site of Selinunte, Marsala, Erice, Island of Mothia and Saline of the Lagoon, Palermo 

Tour 8 days / 7 nights 
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Day 1st – SAMBUCA DI SICILIA 

Arrival at the airport of Palermo  

Transfer to Sambuca di Sicilia  

Accommodation in historical house hotel 

Welcome dinner in hotel 

Overnight 

Distances: 

Airport of Palermo – Sambuca di Sicilia 94 km /1h10 

Day 2ND - SAMBUCA DI SICILIA 

Breakfast in hotel   

Full day dedicated to discover the wonderful territory and the excellences of 

Sambuca di Sicilia 

Meeting with a shepherd who will show you the production process of ricotta cheese 

and other derivatives that you will taste  

Departure for a famous local diary  

Light lunch with tasting of the excellence “Vastedda del Belice cheese” and typical 

products 

Back to Sambuca di Sicilia  

Greetings from the Mayor or his delegate and visit of this enchanting borgo 

Back to accommodation in Sambuca di Sicilia 

Dinner in hotel 

Overnight 
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Day 3rd – SELINUNTE  

Breakfast in hotel  

Departure to Selinunte 

Visit the archaeological site of Selinunte, one of Sicily's great Greek archaeological sites, 

set by the sea. Back to Sambuca di Sicilia  

Visit a famous local winery and tasting of fine typical wines   

Back to accommodation  

Time at leisure 

Dinner at local restaurant in the historical center of Sambuca di Sicilia 

Overnight  

Distances: 

Sambuca di Sicilia – Castelvetrano 37 km / 40 minutes 

Day 4th – MARSALA / ERICE 

Breakfast in hotel and check out   

Departure to Marsala  

Visit the town and the Museum of the Punic Ship  
Lunch at typical delicatessen shop in the historical center of Marsala 

Time at leisure  

Departure to Erice area 

Accommodation in country relais de charm  

Dinner in hotel 

Overnight 

Distances: 

Sambuca di Sicilia – Marsala 78 km / 1h16 

Marsala – Erice 49 km / 1h00 
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Day 5th – ERICE  

Breakfast in hotel  

Departure to the borgo of Erice  

Time at leisure to visit the borgo and enjoy shopping among pastry and handcraft ceramics shops which 

make Erice famous worldwide  

This wonderful borgo preserves virtually intact its medieval center, perfectly integrated with the morphology 

of the mountain and harmoniously blended with the wonderful natural surroundings. 

At the end of your walk you will enjoy a typical Sicilian Pastry class with lunch tasting at the end of the course. 

Thanks to this beautiful experience you will learn about the secrets of Erice and Trapani pastry tradition.  

Back to accommodation in Erice area 

Dinner in hotel 

Overnight 

Day 6th – ISLAND OF MOTHIA and its SALINE 

Breakfast in hotel  

Departure to Marsara pier and boarding for an excursion to the Island of Mothia by ferry 

Sightseeing tour of the island 

Visit the Saline della Laguna with “salt tasting”, a very original and tasty 

experience 

Back to accommodation in Erice area 

Time at leisure  

Dinner at typical restaurant in the historical center of Erice 

Overnight 

Distances: 

Erice – Marsala 48 km / 1h00  

Marsala – Island of Mothia 10 minutes by ferry 
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Day 7th - PALERMO 

Breakfast in hotel  

Departure to Palermo and visit of the city  

Visit the “Vucciria”, famous and picturesque historical market of Palermo. 

Time at leisure to discover the city 

Back to accommodation in Erice area 

Dinner in hotel  

Overnight 

Distances: 
Erice – Palermo 113 km / 1h47 

Day 8th -   

Breakfast in hotel and check out 

Departure to the airport of Palermo 

End of services 

Distances: 

Erice – Airport of Palermo 90 km / 1h15 
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THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS TOUR 

Sambuca di Sicilia 

Founded by the Arabs around the 830, Sambuca di Sicilia still shows the typical Islamic urban planning. 

The suggestive Saracen quarter, recently restored, makes Sambuca di Sicilia an authentic treasure chest. We’ll take a stroll through the short 

streets, low houses and courtyards and will visit the "Mazzallakkar" fortress on Lake Arancio, the monastery of St. Catherine, the Theater and 

the Antiquarium with its unique archaeological finds of Monte Adranone. 

Selinunte 

The ruined city of Selinunte is nothing short of stunning. Situated on a promontory overlooking the sea, these ancient Greek ruins once 

made up one of the most powerful cities in the world. Destroyed by the Carthaginians in the 5th century BC, the haunting ruins are a must-

see on any trip to Sicily. 

Marsala 

Famous for the landing of Garibaldi and the Thousand on 11 May 1860 and for the production of Marsala wine, the beautiful town of 

Marsala stands on Capo Boeo, overlooking the islands Egadi and includes the Regional Nature Reserve of the Islands of the Lagoon of 

Marsala. Its monuments, churches and museums tell the story of a city with important and prestigious past where the Arabian influence has 

played a very important role. Marsala is also city of the sea, characterized by beautiful nature, with beaches of fine white sand. Very 

interesting is also the Punic shipwreck of Marsala kept in the Museo Archeologico Baglio Anselmi. The wreck, found a few meters below 

sea level, is an important testimony of the First Punic War, fought by the Romans against the Carthaginians for the conquest of Sicily.  

Erice 

Erice is in such a spectacular, naturally fortified position high above the natural harbour of Trapani, that it is not surprising that the site has 

been occupied for millennia. It's perhaps not suprising either, that with the crag's veil of shifting clouds and air of mystery it was an important 

sacred site. There was a temple of Venus here which outlasted the different civilisions holding sway in the area. The female divinity to which 

the shrine was dedicated changed slightly with each culture: Astarte for the Phoenicians, Aphrodite for the Greeks and Venus for the 

Romans. Fertility rites would probably have taken place on or around the temple site, at the highest point of the town. 

Island of Mothia 

This is one of the most important archaeological sites in the world, founded by the Phoenicians in the 8th century. B.C.. It was one of the 

most flourishing and well known Phoenician colonies and thanks to its strategic position it was at the center of the thriving commercial 

trade of the Mediterranean. A suggestive and extraordinary area in front of the island of Mothia is the famous "salt route", in the heart of 

the Natural Reserve of the Stagnone Islands. 
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Palermo  

The capital of Sicily is a crumbling film set of a city with unmissable architecture, vivid street life, and a great choice of alfresco restaurants 

and bars. Palermo, together with the duomo of Monreale and the duomo of Cefalù, represents the Arabic - Norman itinerary and UNESCO 

World Heritage site. They are the highest expression of the union of two opposite worlds, the Muslim Arab and the Catholic Norman. 

There are aristocrats struggling to maintain historic palaces, and vibrant street life on every rococo corner. So this is a very old Italy, too. 

Package includes: 

o 3 overnight stay in historical house hotel at Sambuca di Sicilia, B&B

o 4 overnight stay in country hotel de charm in Erice area, B&B

o 2 Dinners in hotel at Sambuca di Sicilia (menu of 3 courses, including mineral water and local wine)

o 1 Typical dinner at local restaurant in Sambuca di Sicilia historical center (menu of 4 courses, including mineral water and local wine)

o 3 Dinners in hotel at Erice (menu of 3 courses, including mineral water and local wine)

o 1 Typical dinner at local restaurant in Erice (menu of 3 courses, including mineral water and local wine)

o 1 Light lunch with tasting of the excellence “Vastedda del Belice cheese” and typical products in diary farm + visit the farm in

Sambuca di Sicilia area (buffet tasting  including mineral water and wine)

o 1 Lunch at typical delicatessen shop in the historical center of Marsala

o Visit the Saline della Laguna with “salt tasting” – With English speaking guide

o Meeting with the shepherd and tasting of Ricotta cheese in Sambuca di Sicilia countryside

o 1 Ferry boat ticket to the island of Mothia (round trip)
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o Guided visit of Sambuca di Sicilia (2 h) – with English speaking guide

o Guided visit of Archaeological site of Selinunte (2 h) – with English speaking guide

o Guided visit of Marsala (4 h) – with English speaking guide

o Guided visit of Erice  (3 h) – with English speaking guide

o Guided visit of Island of Mothia and Saline of the Lagoon (FD)– with English speaking guide

o Guided visit of Palermo (4 h) – with English speaking guide

o Entrance tickets to parks, monuments and churches where expected

o English speaking Tour Leader for the whole trip

o Transportation GT bus with 24 seats as scheduled

Package does not include: 
o Meals and drinks unless clearly specified

o Porterage, tips and extras of a personal nature

o Tourist city tax to be paid directly at the hotel

o FOC

o Anything not indicated under "the price includes"
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